Last week NASA made its biggest organizational change in more than a decade, leaving scientists wondering about the fate of $6.5 billion worth of research programs. Agency chief Sean O'Keefe dissolved two of three science off ices, replaced NASA's scrappy space science chief, and promised sweeping changes to the agency's dozen field centers scattered around the United States.
Under the new structure, earth science will be combined with space science into a new office of science, and biological and physical sciences will become part of a new exploration systems office (Science, 30 April, p. 663) . Al Diaz will move from Maryland's Goddard Space Flight Center to lead the science off ice, while former space science chief Ed Weiler replaces him at Goddard.
O'Keefe says the changes will streamline an agency top-heavy with senior managers. "You won't have the old cast of thousands" reporting to the administrator, agrees one scientist. And NASA officials insist that realigning the two science offices is good news for researchers. "This strengthens our position by elevating science," says Ghassem Asrar, former head of earth sciences and deputy of the new science office.
But many researchers fear that the result could weaken future support for several disciplines. "It is obvious we've been downgraded," says Gerard Faeth of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, a member of NASA's biological and physical sciences advisory committee. "But then, physical sciences is already getting beat up pretty badly; it could hardly get any worse."
Diaz has served primarily in management during his 4 decades at the agency and holds a master's degree in physics. "He's a survivor," says one longtime agency official, noting Diaz's ability to avoid making waves. Weiler, on the other hand, is known for an acerbic tongue, making comments that occasionally rub people the wrong way.
NASA spends nearly $4 billion on space science and another $1.5 billion on earth science systems. Although some earth scientists fear becoming second-class citizens in the new office, others are more optimistic. "I've been arguing that earth and space science need to be closer," says Larry Smarr, chair of NASA's earth sciences advisory panel and a computer science professor at the University of California, San Diego.
Some $1 billion in research in the biological and physical sciences will become part of the new exploration systems office. The former head of those programs, Mary Kicza, will move to a job overseeing integration of NASA missions. Kicza and other NASA officials say this research belongs in exploration because of its role in ensuring safe and effective human travel beyond Earth orbit. That is little consolation to scientists who already feel they are politically weightless. Faeth fears that research "could easily be submerged" in the exploration office, which will be run by Craig Steidle, a retired admiral, and staffed largely by engineers. And biologists are equally unhappy. "To make this less than an office is a very serious blow," says Jeffrey Borer, a cardiologist at Cornell University's Weill Medical College in New York City and another advisory committee member. But Steidle promises that "science won't be a stepchild" in the new office. O ' Ke e f e s a i d t h a t NASA's plan for the centers will incorporate suggestions made last month by a presidential commission. The plan will likely require congressional approval, too.
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Will New Lineup Transform or Deform Science?
N A S A Regional Society Debuts at Singapore Meeting TOKYO-Next week, earth scientists from across Asia will celebrate reaching critical mass in their field at the inaugural conference of the Asia Oceania Geosciences Society (AOGS).
The 5 to 9 July meeting in Singapore is the latest example of regional scientists asserting their place in a global discipline. "The time has come when we can build up our own scientific efforts without relying on European and American colleagues," says Wing-Huen Ip, a space physicist at Taiwan's National Central University who is serving as the group's interim chair.
Backers see the new group as a counterweight to the American Geophysical Union (AGU) and the European Geosciences Union. Since 1990, AGU has sponsored a biennial Western Pacific Geophysics Meeting that included many Asian scientists. But the Singapore meeting provides an opportunity "to focus on issues particularly important to Asia, such as earthquakes, volcanoes, and the Asian climate," says Yohsuke Kamide, a space physicist at Nagoya University in Japan and another key AOGS organizer. Soon-Ung Park, an atmospheric physicist at Seoul National University, hopes the meetings will also broaden existing panAsian collaborations, such as an ongoing study he is heading of the dust storms that sweep across east Asia every spring.
In 1997, scientists from 14 countries and regions formed the Asia-Pacific International Molecular Biology Network. The Science Council of Asia, formed in 2001, brings together national scientific organizations from all fields to ponder such issues as sustainable development and Asian megacities. The new societies, says Ken-ichi Arai, a molecular biologist at the University of Tokyo who was instrumental in setting up the molecular biology network, demonstrates that "Asia may no longer be the passive recipient of the fruits of [scientific developments] in the U.S. and Europe." 
